
1st dam MILLION WAYS SI 89, by Raise A Secret. Winner to 3, $9,672. Sister to
KINGMAN KID SI 97. Dam of 16 foals of racing age, 12 to race, 11 ROM, 9 winners, including—

PILE OF MONEY SI 91 (c. by Foose). 3 wins to 3, ($74,492 USA), in Mexico.

MILLION MAID SI 110 (f. by Pritz Dash). Winner to 6, $57,484, Ikon S., 2nd
Evangeline Derby, Vieux Carre S., finalist in the Sam Houston Derby [G2].

Six Zeroes SI 89 (f. by Walk Thru Fire). 2 wins at 2, $77,432, 3rd PCQHRA
Breeders’ Futurity [G2], qualified to Golden State Million Futurity [G1].

Shalimar Roger SI 87 (g. by Hawkinston). 2 wins to 3, $34,832, 2nd Gold
Rush 870 Derby [G3], finalist in the El Primero Del Ano Derby [G1].

Million Seeker SI 112 (g. by First Down Express). 5 wins to 4, $48,846.

Dashner SI 85 (f. by TR Dasher). 3 wins to 3, $19,540.

Cash Colt SI 87 (g. by Walk Thru Fire). Winner to 5, $12,388.

Many Zeroes SI 103 (g. by TR Dasher). 2 wins at 2, $12,148.

2nd dam
Making Ways SI 101, by Sir Rambler. 5 wins to 3, $93,894, 3rd Vandy’s Flash
H. [G3], finalist in the Golden State Futurity [G1], Denim N Diamonds Futurity [G1], La Primera Del Ano Derby [G1], Anne Burnett Inv. H. [G1]. Half sister to SEPARATIST SI 101 (Champion at 2 & 3, $889,044 [R] [G1]),
WAY MAKER SI 103 (Champion, $617,444 [G1]), MAKE IT ANYWHERE SI 91 ($411,006 [G1]).

KINGMAN KID SI 97 (Raise A Secret). 5 wins to 5, $531,365, Los Alamitos
Million Futurity [G1], 2nd Go Man Go H. [G1], El Primero Del Ano Derby
[G2], Double Bid S., finalist in the California Breeders’ Champ. [R] [G2].
Waymaker Miss SI 93 (Meridoc). 4 wins to 3, $17,643, finalist in the La Primera
Del Ano Derby [G2]. Dam of MAKING CHOICES SI 110 ($74,122 [G3]),
WARM IT UP SI 93 ($30,590), Pritz Miss SI 98 ($49,236 [R] [G2]);
granddam of AMENDING THE BAR SI 99 (to 3, 2019, $226,816 [R] [G1]).
Secret Maker SI 94 (Raise A Secret). 3 wins at 3, $17,850, finalist [G1]. Dam
of Sir Elton SI 92 ($78,097); granddam of Donald J SI 102.

Kingman Sis SI 89 (Pritz Dash). 2 wins to 3, $21,290. Dam of Left Town SI 98
(at 2, 2019, $20,512).

Big Jan SI 82 (Raise A Secret). Placed at 2, finalist in the Kindergarten Futurity
[G2], Dam of TOUGH TO FIGURE SI 97 ($146,008), Yacht Clubber SI 95
($47,510); granddam of GLITTER IN MY FACE SI 93 ($131,042 [G2]).
($204,437 [G1]), OATMAN SI 102 ($192,737 [G2]), OLD SIX SIX SI 92
($73,723), Riot Act SI 92 ($32,562), Who Is Sylvia SI 88 ($27,915).

ENGAGEMENTS: Los Alamitos Two Million Fut., Ed Burke Million Fut., Golden State Million Fut., Governor’s Cup Fut. & Derby, PCQHRA Breeders’ Fut. & Derby.

Cal-Bred; embryo transfer